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On Thursday 22nd February 2018, ROQ delivered
another successful CIO Spotlight, a series of events
established to address the business, technology and
leadership issues facing CIOs and Senior IT leaders.
The event - held at the fantastic Merchant Taylors’ Hall,
Threadneedle Street, London - focused on ‘Mastering
the Art of Digital Disruption’ and was attended by CIOs,
Senior IT leaders and business executives from a broad
range of organisations.

Andrew Ayres, Director at ROQ
Andrew discussed the key drivers for organisations looking
to harness the power of Digital Disruption to deliver real
business value. The need for change stems from the
ever-changing expectations and behaviours of customers
and users, such as; growing impatience for things that
don’t work properly, diminishing loyalty, the ability to flit
between brands and technology platforms as we see fit
and the need for access to accurate information and data,
everywhere – all of the time.

“Software quality is a strategic
imperative, now more than
ever, and the impacts it can
have are far-reaching”
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Chris Lord, CTO at Babcock International

‘Leadership in the Digital Age’
Chris discussed how difficult digital transformation is

Chris summarised that for an organisation to be

in practice and how it must be embraced and adopted

successful they must:

by the whole organisation. He stated the importance
of goal clarity; clearly identifying the potential barriers
and how they are going to be circumvented effectively.
Chris extolled the virtues of how story telling is key and

Move from a siloed way
of working to a more fluid,
boundary-free state

organisations can change culture along the story of
transformation. Company values can either help or hinder
this journey due to the emotional attachment, but if you

Consider both process and

break elements down to deliver incremental change you

behaviours along the way

can create value quickly and reduce the overall risk.

“...don’t get stuck in the
transformational treacle”

Be brave and act with
courage and conviction

Craig Ambler, Previously Director of IT at Center Parcs

‘Organisational Readiness for the Digital
Age – Putting Theory into Practice’
Craig discussed his experience at Center Parcs

Craig stated that as you look to transform an

- explaining that when he joined Center Parcs,

organisation you must:

it was very early in its digital journey. He began
by embedding himself in the customer journey,
experiencing the parks first-hand.
Speed was a key theme to Craig’s talk and ensuring teams

Place the the customer
at the heart of everything
you do

could work together more efficiently, improving speed to
market and adopting a single view of the customer. He also
advocated the importance of software quality assurance,
automating where possible to enhance speed.

“It’s OK to fail – test quick,
learn fast”
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Consider initiatives to be
business projects not
technology projects

Be relentless and stick to
your guns
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Alan McLaren, Head of IT Project Delivery at Gatwick Airport

‘Placing Digital Disruption and
Innovation Centre-Stage’
Alan stressed the importance of defining digital

Alan championed that to create any level of

transformation clearly and using vendors who you

differentiation, an organisation needs to:

can trust to execute your strategies. It is imperative
that you have stable foundations to support project
delivery and having this in place gives you the

Fully understand the end-

freedom and opportunity to innovate.

to-end customer journey

Alan highlighted some of the exciting and innovative
ideas they are currently exploring at Gatwick including;
mind-reading technology for security to increase
passenger throughput speeds, ‘E-Nose’ technology which
can detect smells at entrances and is more accurate than

Focus on the key pinch
points to optimise
effectively

sniffer dogs, autonomous vehicles and campus chat bots
amongst other things.

Utilise real-time monitoring
to identify potential
problems early and fix
them quickly

“Minimise the exceptional cases of risk and maximise
the ability to automate”
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Quality at Speed
The ability to deliver value continuously is what
distinguishes true leaders from the ‘also-rans’ and, in the
digital context, this increasingly rests on an organisations
ability to leverage the ‘three ways of DevOps’, supporting –
increased flow, fast feedback and continuous improvement.

Adapt to
Changing
Expectations

Culture is Key
CIOs must work to embed a digital culture within their
organisations. Changes will be necessary to successfully
shift in gear and must be driven from the top.

The expectations and behaviours of customers and
users have sky-rocketed in recent years and CIOs must
respond by spearheading transformation efforts which
make enhanced CX and UX a reality.

Generate Trust
Demonstrating, repeatedly, that everything you do is
linked to a clear business, customer or user outcome –
and delivering collaboratively in the most efficient ways
possible – establishes trust and a powerful springboard
on which to experiment, innovate and digitally disrupt.
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Next Event:

Thursday 27th September
in Central London.
Please visit www.roq.co.uk/ciospotlight for more details
or email events@roq.co.uk

01257 208890
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